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LES and RANS results. Turbulence intensity (left) and Speedup (right).L  and  results. urbulence intensity (left) and peedup (right).
Vertical plane showing contours of wind speed at three incidences 
(A→B →C) - wind is from left. The color code from high to low speed: 
Red, yellow, green, blue. The black dot symbolizes a wind turbine. 
ertical plane sho ing contours of ind speed at three incidences 
(  ) - ind is fro  left. he color code fro  high to lo  speed: 
ed, yello , green, blue. he black dot sy bolizes a ind turbine. 
CFD results from a complex site showing regions of 
high turbulent kinetic energy for two wind directions. 
 results fro  a co plex site sho ing regions of 
high turbulent kinetic energy for t o ind directions. 
Wind in Complex Terrain 
using CFD
Introduction
An increasing number of wind farms are erected at sites with complex 
terrain with the hope of a large energy production. By placing wind 
turbines in hilly terrain, along ridges and even in mountainous areas, 
wind phenomena like flow separation and recirculation can, however, 
greatly increase the structural loads on the wind turbines. 
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) provide a unique tool to predict 
these critical winds and is becoming an indispensable method for
industry for siting of wind turbines in complex terrain.
I tr ti
n increasing nu ber of ind far s are erected at sites ith co plex 
terrain ith the hope of a large energy production. y placing ind 
turbines in hilly terrain, along ridges and even in ountainous areas, 
ind pheno ena like flo  separation and recirculation can, ho ever, 
greatly increase the structural loads on the ind turbines. 
o putational fluid dyna ics ( ) provide a unique tool to predict 
these critical inds and is beco ing an indispensable ethod for
industry for siting of ind turbines in co plex terrain.
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CFD Methods: RANS and LES
The CFD code EllipSys3D has been developed through a collaborative 
effort between DTU and Risø for more than 15 years. For terrain 
simulations the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) approach is 
mostly used. Solving the RANS equations with EllipSys provides 
information on the mean wind and mean level of turbulent kinetic
energy at a site of interest - valuable information for wind farm 
developers (see figure to the right). A newly developed method is 
hybrid Large-Eddy Simulation (LES). With LES the large unsteady 
structures of the flow are resolved – providing detailed information on 
the turbulent wind. A downside with LES is the increased 
computational cost. Ultimately, both RANS and LES are needed in the 
future and development on both is continued.
 t :   
he  code llip ys3  has been developed through a collaborative 
effort bet een  and is for ore than 15 years. or terrain 
si ulations the eynolds veraged avier- tokes ( ) approach is 
ostly used. olving the  equations ith llip ys provides 
infor ation on the ean ind and ean level of turbulent kinetic
energy at a site of interest - valuable infor ation for ind far  
developers (see figure to the right).  ne ly developed ethod is 
hybrid Large- ddy i ulation (L ). ith L  the large unsteady 
structures of the flo  are resolved – providing detailed infor ation on 
the turbulent ind.  do nside ith L  is the increased 
co putational cost. lti ately, both  and L  are needed in the 
future and develop ent on both is continued.
Experimental background
Experimental data is always important for validating numerical models. 
However, contrary to many industrial flows, where experimental data 
are plentiful, only limited experimental data is available for flow over 
terrain. One of the best known and best documented field campaigns 
is that performed in 1982 and 1983 over the Askervein hill. Even
though the geometry of the hill is relatively simple it is a valuable test 
case for validating the performance of CFD models. On the figure to 
the right simulation results from LES and RANS are compared to 
measurements. As seen both methods capture the flow upstream of 
the hill well. In the lee side, however, differences are observed.
ri t l r
xperi ental data is al ays i portant for validating nu erical odels. 
o ever, contrary to any industrial flo s, here experi ental data 
are plentiful, only li ited experi ental data is available for flo  over 
terrain. ne of the best kno n and best docu ented field ca paigns 
is that perfor ed in 1982 and 1983 over the skervein hill. ven
though the geo etry of the hill is relatively si ple it is a valuable test 
case for validating the perfor ance of  odels. n the figure to 
the right si ulation results fro  L  and  are co pared to 
easure ents. s seen both ethods capture the flo  upstrea  of 
the hill ell. In the lee side, ho ever, differences are observed.
Outlook
The present CFD simulations are only valid for neutrally stratified atmospheric conditions. For other temperature conditions, e.g. night time conditions, 
the CFD code needs further development – this is planned for the future. Future work also consists of an experimental campaign on the small hill 
Bolund located near Risø. The Bolund hill has complex geometrical characteristics found in many complex wind turbine sites. It is important to validate 
the CFD models ability to capture the wind over such terrain.
tl
he present  si ulations are only valid for neutrally stratified at ospheric conditions. or other te perature conditions, e.g. night ti e conditions, 
the  code needs further develop ent – this is planned for the future. uture ork also consists of an experi ental ca paign on the s all hill 
olund located near is . he olund hill has co plex geo etrical characteristics found in any co plex ind turbine sites. It is i portant to validate 
the  odels ability to capture the ind over such terrain.
Instantaneous velocity contours of the wind over the Askervein hill 
using LES (left) and RANS (Right). LES gives detailed information of 
the turbulent wind; However, the computational cost is high.
Instantaneous velocity contours of the ind over the skervein hill 
using L  (left) and  ( ight). L  gives detailed infor ation of 
the turbulent ind; o ever, the co putational cost is high.
Example: New Zealand site
CFD is an important tool for siting of wind turbines since it provides both an overview of 
the wind at the entire site and locally experienced by the individual wind turbines. The 
figure on the left gives an overview of a planned wind farm near Wellington in New 
Zealand with white dots symbolizing wind turbines. CFD simulations of the wind over 
this complex terrain show that some wind turbines are covered in high turbulence for 
specific wind directions. Based on CFD results wind farm developers can chose not to 
erect certain wind turbines, place wind turbines capable of withstanding the high loads 
or use wind sector management. The figure above gives a detailed description of the 
wind at a critical location: A. a recirculation bubble behind the ridge is formed. B. the 
low speed bubble is advected past the wind turbine. C. the process is repeated.
l :  l  it
 is an i portant tool for siting of ind turbines since it provides both an overvie  of 
the ind at the entire site and locally experienced by the individual ind turbines. he 
figure on the left gives an overvie  of a planned ind far  near ellington in e  
ealand ith hite dots sy bolizing ind turbines.  si ulations of the ind over 
this co plex terrain sho  that so e ind turbines are covered in high turbulence for 
specific ind directions. ased on  results ind far  developers can chose not to 
erect certain ind turbines, place ind turbines capable of ithstanding the high loads 
or use ind sector anage ent. he figure above gives a detailed description of the 
ind at a critical location: . a recirculation bubble behind the ridge is for ed. . the 
lo  speed bubble is advected past the ind turbine. . the process is repeated.
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